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Abstract

Arguably the most influential power the U.S. Supreme Court has is the power
to choose which cases to decide. This power allows the nation’s only unelected
branch of government to choose either to weigh in on key political controversies
or avoid them completely. Here, I take one of the first case-level looks at the role
of public opinion in the Court’s agenda-setting process. I argue justices vote to
hear cases when they are likely to agree with public opinion on the outcome and
eschew cases when they are out of step with the American people. However, the
effect of public opinion depends on the political environment, especially on the
level of public support the Court enjoys, the salience of the issue, and the case’s
legal importance.
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Introduction

Whether and why the U.S. Supreme Court responds to public opinion has been a cor-

nerstone question in American politics for decades. However, to date, literature in political

science has sought to answer this question exclusively at the merits stage – does the Supreme

Court follow public opinion when deciding how to decide – while ignoring the impact of pub-

lic opinion on the other stages of the Court’s decision-making process. This project takes a

step toward filling that void by examining whether the Supreme Court follows public opinion

when it decides whether to decide. I find justices are forward-looking in their consideration

of public opinion and the agenda-setting stage. Specifically, justices vote to review cases

where their preferences on the merits of the case align with public opinion and avoid cases

where their preferred policy would be out of step with what the public wants. However, the

effect of public opinion heightens in salient issues, and when public support for the court

is low; the effect is depressed when a case has certain legal characteristics which strongly

counsel a grant.

These results have normative and empirical importance. While legal scholar Robert Post

once described Constitutional law as an “expression of the deepest beliefs and convictions

of the American Nation” (Schauer, 2005, 10), this can only be true if the High Court is

answering the questions that are most important to the American people. Tim O’Brien

wrote, “there is no greater barometer of what is on the minds of the US population than the

docket of the US Supreme Court” (quoted in Johnson and Goldman, 2009). Indeed, whether

the Supreme Court acts as a majoritarian institution stands as one of the cornerstone issues

in American politics, lying at the center of debates about constitutional and democratic

theory, institutional legitimacy, judicial behavior, and the separation of powers.

The Court’s responsiveness to public opinion at the agenda setting stage may also have

meaningful implications for our understanding of the relationship between public opinion

and justices’ votes on the merits. There is more than a decade’s worth of evidence to suggest

that the Court largely decides in the ideological direction of the public’s mood. If, as I argue
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below, justices consider the pressure of public opinion as early as when they are deciding

which cases to grant, the congruence we observe between case outcomes and public opinion

may result as much from strategic selection as it does from the justices bending to the general

will. What is more, the political irrelevance of the majority of the Court’s docket that many

scholars have pointed to could itself be an indication of judicial responsiveness to public

opinion (see e.g. Schauer, 2005); the justices choose to avoid potential conflicts with the

public by avoiding important cases.

In addition to making a contribution to our theoretical understanding of judicial decision-

making, I also make a number of methodological contributions to the literature. First,

departing from much of the public opinion literature, I model the phenomenon at the vote-

level, allowing me to control for important case-level and justice-level covariates that are

frequently overlooked. A vote-level approach also allows me to consider the specific strategic

choices made by individual justices. Second, I use an issue-specific measure of policy mood

that more accurately captures the different forces of public opinion justices face. My results

suggest justices are perhaps much more attuned to the zeitgeist than scholars have previously

believed; they appear to be both aware of public opinion on specific issues and responsive to

those fluctuations.

Public Opinion and Case Selection in the Literature

More than 25 years of scholarship has found a relationship between public opinion and

whether the Court produces a liberal or conservative outcome. To date however, almost all

of the extensive work examining the relationship between the Supreme Court and public

opinion analyzes the Court’s merits outcomes (see e.g. Mishler and Sheehan, 1993; Norpoth

and Segal, 1994, Flemming et al., 1997; McGuire and Stimson, 2004; Durr et al., 2000;

Epstein and Martin, 2010; Giles et al., 2008; Casillas et al., 2011; Hall, 2014).

On the whole, these studies find that when the country’s general mood is more liberal

(conservative), the Court is more prone to side with liberal (conservative) litigants. Some

studies suggest justices are merely influenced by the same prevailing winds of ideological
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change that affects public opinion (McGuire & Stimson, 2004; Giles, Blackstone, & Vining,

2008) and others suggest justices are directly constrained by public opinion (Casillas, Enns,

& Wohlfarth, 2011; Hall, 2014; Bryan & Kromphardt, 2016). Reasons for deference to public

opinion include institutional maintenance and concern over the long-term legitimacy of the

Court (Casillas et al., 2011; Bryan & Kromphardt, 2016), and the desire to have individual

decisions implemented by elected (and thus electorally responsive) branches (Hall, 2014).

However, scholars have stopped short of examining whether public opinion directly affects

justices’ votes to put individual cases on the Court’s docket. Filling this gap is important.

Indeed, in their work on the effect of public opinion on Court’s aggregate policy output,

Casillas et al. (2011, 77) write, “Of course, the Court’s decision making involves a two-stage

process: decisions to grant a petition for review and then disposition on the merits. Therefore

it is possible, that the Court may strategically adhere to public opinion at the agenda-setting

stage by accepting or rejecting cases that will avoid deviant rulings.” Anecdotal evidence

from the justices agrees. Commenting on the Court’s evolving jurisprudence on same-sex

marriage, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg acknowledged, “the Court does not get out in front

of public opinion but issues its ‘stamp of approval’ only after a ‘groundswell of the people’

demands a more inclusive conclusion” (quoted in Barnes, 2015).

In a much broader literature, scholars have long been interested in the power of agenda

setting and how institutions yield that power. For example, Kingdon’s (1995) pathbreaking

work examines how issues first come to elites’ attention and how elite decision-makers, es-

pecially in Congress choose which issues are discussed. Baumgartner and Jones (2010) add

that while national agendas are in general very stable, unpredicted changes can punctuate

that stability. They advise a “wide angle lens” to the study of policy that looks at how

policies change together across issue areas.

In a separate vein of literature, scholars have focused extensively on the factors at play

in whether justices choose to decide a case. The canonical view in the literature on agenda-

setting and the Supreme Court has been that while justices may be strategic in later stages
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of the process, they pay attention almost exclusively to institutional and legal factors when

voting on certiorarired (Ulmer, 1978; Perry, 1991; Caldeira, 1981; Caldeira & Wright, 1988;

Caldeira, Wright, & Zorn, ND; Black & Owens, 2009; Owens, 2010). In contrast to the

merits stage, scholars rarely examine external political constraints on agenda-setting votes

and the few that have mostly focus on the separation of powers (Epstein, Segal, & Victor,

2002; Owens, 2010).

One exception here is Flemming, Bohte, and Wood (1997) who examine the politics of

the Court’s attention to various issue agendas. They find that politically significant decisions

from the Court can help to shift national attention (and subsequent Court attention) toward

those issues. In a similar way Baird (2007) argues that salient decisions from the Court

can signal to potential litigants that the Court is open to ruling on more of a certain type

of case and ruling in the litigants’ favor. This creates a cycle where salient cases lead to

more decisions and thus more issue attention. However, both of these works focus on the

internal forces that affect justices’ issue attention: justices start the cycle by choosing certain

cases rather than responding to external forces. Pacelle (1991) adds that a more “judicially

active” Court in the modern era has shifted from a focus on economic issues to a focus on

more salient rights issues.

While findings on whether justices respond to separation of powers constraints are mixed,

Harvey and Friedman (2009) come the closest to establishing a link between the electorate

and justices’ decision to take a case. In an attempt to establish that there is much more

congressional influence on decision making than scholars have previously believed, Harvey

and Friedman examine the probability a congressional statute will be reviewed by the Court.

Importantly they consider what the Court (specifically the median justice) would likely desire

to do on the merits of the case and find that when that decision deviates from overriding

congressional preferences, justices would rather “duck the case” than decide it at odds with

either their own preferences or with congressional preferences. This research is instructive.

It demonstrates that in a separation of powers game, justices are strategic and forward
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looking when setting their agenda. In the next section I argue the same can be said for their

consideration of public opinion. Yates, Whitford, and Gillepsie (2005) add that justices

respond to the issue priorities of the other branches and internal polarization of the Court

can affect issue polarization.

The Influence of Public Opinion on Certiorari Votes

I begin with the familiar promise that justices are primarily motivated by their ideo-

logical goals (Segal & Spaeth, 1993, 2002). However, justices pursue those goals within a

series of institutional and strategic constraints (Murphy, 1964; Epstein & Knight, 1998). At

the agenda-setting stage, past research has taught us that justices consider their preferred

outcome on the merits when considering how they should vote on the agenda (Hammond,

Bonneau, & Sheehan, 2005). But this is not the only factor that is important to them.

Justices also care about settling law and resolving important legal disputes (Black & Owens,

2009). Legal and policy motivations at the agenda-setting stage must also be weighed against

justices’ institutional goals, such as maintaining support for, and trust in, the Court. Dur-

ing the agenda-setting stage, then, justices must consider (1) their policy goals (2) what

constraints they will face when attempting to pursue those policy goals at the merits, in-

cluding where the public stands (3) how important it is that the case be decided, regardless

of ideological considerations, and (4) the short and long term impact a decision will have on

support for the Court.

Beginning with a justice’s primary goal of seeing their ideological preferences enacted into

law, I follow a long line of research on agenda-setting and argue that when a justice decides

whether to vote to grant a case, she looks forward to her ideological preferences on the merits.

Thus, she should strategically vote to hear cases when she is closer to the projected merits

outcome (usually measured the ideology of the median justice) and strategically vote to deny

cases when she prefers the legal status quo (or the decision of the lower court) (Hammond

et al., 2005).

However, justices understand that their ideological preferences are not the only constraint
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they face when deciding a case on the merits. They must also consider public opinion.

This is especially true given that Bryan and Kromphardt (2016) find that under certain

circumstances justices actually vote against their ideological preferences on the merits in

favor of public opinion. Thus, if justices are forward-looking at the agenda-setting stage,

they should avoid granting cases where their preferences over the merits would be at odds

with the American people. Justices should want to grant cases where they can both achieve

their ideological goals on the merits and issue majoritarian decisions. More formally, I expect:

General Hypothesis: Justices should be less likely to vote to place a case on the
Court’s agenda when their ideological preferences are at odds with public opinion.

In essence, my overarching hypothesis suggests that justices engage in defensive agenda

setting, avoiding those cases that will force a conflict between the Court and public opinion

and seeking cases they can use to bolster support for the Court without forcing them to

deviate too much from their own ideological preferences.

However, justices pay a small ideological cost when they deny a case. A justice who would

prefer to overturn a lower court decision but fear the pressure of public opinion might compel

her to vote to uphold it on the merits only pays the cost of having the lower court decision

stand, rather than risking the case becoming national precedent. As one justice noted, “I’d

much prefer bad law to remain the law of the Eighth Circuit or of the State of Michigan

than to have it become the law of the land” (quoted in Brenner and Whitemeyer, 2009, 41).

Granting a case to reverse a distasteful lower court decision moves the policy away from

the lower court’s ideal point and towards the justices’. Affirming a favorable lower court

ruling expands the jurisdiction of the policy nationally. In both cases, the ideological payoff

a justice receives from strategically granting a case is higher than the payoff they would

receive from strategically denying the case. As such, justices should only be responsive to

the need to deny cases to avoid conflict with the public when that conflict would be most

costly.

Moreover, the constraint justices expect to face from public opinion is not static over
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time and across cases. Rather, how concerned a justice is with issuing majoritarian decisions

should change depending on the relative importance of public support for the Court. If

levels of support are high, justices have less of a need to issue popular decisions because

its preexisting institutional legitimacy tends to shield it from backlash against unpopular

decisions (Gibson & Caldeira, 1992, 2009a). Gibson and Caldeira’s work began a long line of

scholarship that has argued that a “reservoir of good will” is vital to judicial independence.

With deep support from the public, justices are more free to make the occasional unpopular

decision without the fear of backlash or non-implementation from the elected branches, who

wield both the powers of the purse and the sword. Without public trust in, and support for,

the Court, justices make fear the public will not take its side when elected officials threaten

to ignore or circumvent the Courts rulings (Bryan & Kromphardt, 2016).

Beyond the practical benefits of public support, justices, like all public officials, are likely

motivated by their own reputation and prestige (Baum, 2006; Hall, 2018). As Baum (2006,

66) explains, “Justices might respond to public opinion for another reasons altogether, their

interest in personal approval from the mass public. . . the individual benefit of popularity

provides a stronger incentive than the collective benefit of effectiveness in policymaking.

Thus. . . an interest in popularity is the more likely motive for these efforts.”

Whether for effective policymaking or personal prestige resulting from approve and trust

ratings, it is clear that the public’s general approval of of the Court matters to justices and

justices have an incentive to attempt to bolster support when it is low. In the literature,

scholars are careful to distinguish the concept of diffuse support as understood by Gibson

and Caldeira (1992) and others from trust more generally and especially from approval for

the Court’s decisions. This careful usage of terms and concepts is important when scholars

are trying to construct survey questions that tap into different dimensions of these related

attitudes. They are also important when scholars are concerned with distinguishing diffuse

and specific support as separate mechanisms. Here, however, I am engaging in neither

task. Rather, I simply am interested in the overall confidence the aggregate public has in
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the Court. Moreover, while these distinctions are useful to scholars, it is unlikely that the

justices conceptualize the difference between general approval for the Court and a more

nuanced “diffuse support” or legitimacy that is disconnected from politics. Thus I use the

terms trust, approval, and support interchangeably and remain ambivalent about which of

the precise dimensions the Court may be considering or I may be measuring. Thus, I expect:

Support Hypothesis: Justices should be most responsive to public opinion when
public support for the Court is low.

Further, I expect justices to recognize that there are some issues that are so politically

important that the Court must decide them. As one of the justices Perry interviewed put it,

“Sometimes people just demand that the Court resolve an issue whether we really ought to

or not. That does affect us sometimes . . . I think there are certain cases about which there

is a lot of public hue and cry, and we just feel we have to take the case” (Perry, 1991, 259).

Moreover, legal scholars frequently note the normative role justices believe they have in the

democratic process to be the final arbiter of the nation’s most important conflicts. Indeed,

justices may believe it is their obligation to settle important controversies. This belief may

also heighten the importance they place on issuing decisions in line with public opinion.

As such, I expect the salience of an issue to moderate the relationship between public

opinion and the decision to grant a case. If justices are concerned with public opinion at

the agenda-setting stage because they believe they will be constrained by public opinion on

the merits, they should be especially responsive to public opinion in those issues where they

believe issuing a counter-majoritarian decision will have the most impact on the Court’s

support. While knowledge of decisions tends to be low across the board (Gibson & Caldeira,

2009b), knowledge should be higher in cases that have been covered extensively covered

by the media (Hoekstra, 2000). Highly salient cases are also likely to have a long-lasting

impact on the Court’s legitimacy and an individual justice’s legacy. Baum (2006, 66) writes

that there are some cases where “a potential threat to legitimacy appears to be substantial

and immediate.” Moreover, Hall (2014) finds that the Court is most responsive to public
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opinion on the merits, in its quest to secure compliance, when cases have received media

attention. Bryan and Kromphardt (2016) likewise find that justices are most likely to deviate

from their own ideological preferences in favor of public opinion in highly salient cases. By

contrast, justices should be free to ignore public opinion in non-salient issues because there

is little threat of retaliation against unpopular decisions on the merits if the issue (and the

decision) never make it into the public’s consciousness. Salience as a moderating factor is

also important insofar as it suggests there is case-level variation to how constrained justices

feel by public opinion. Thus, I expect:

Salience Hypothesis: Justices should be most responsive to public opinion as
issue salience increases.

Finally, my theory of justices’ motivations suggest justices can only pursue policy goals

within the barriers of external and internal constraints. Among the most important institu-

tional constraints at the cert. stage is the Court’s need to resolve certain legally important

conflicts. This means following public opinion should be a secondary goal for justices at the

agenda setting stage, activated only when justices are not faced with overwhelming legal

factors in a case counseling a grant. This expectation follows Epstein and Martin (2010)

who argue that justices are only free to pursue policy goals when other factors do not war-

rant a clear grant or clear denial, and Black and Owens (2009) who add that justices are

less likely to cast policy-seeking votes at the agenda setting stage when faced with strong

jurisprudential signals. Baum (2006) emphasizes justices pursue multiple goals. Often the

goal is simply to clarify important legal issues and this goal is more important than justices’

own policy agendas. In short, there are some cases that are just so legally important that

the Court must grant them no matter what the justices’ strategic or ideological goals may

be. Thus, I expect:

Certworthiness Hypothesis: Justices should be the least responsive to public
opinion when legal factors strongly recommend a grant.
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Data and Methods

One of the key challenges with analyzing justices’ agenda-setting votes is the availability

of data. To model a justice’s decision to grant cert, we must observe both the cases she voted

to grant (the ones) and the cases she voted to deny (the zeros). However, agenda-setting

votes take place in secret and are not publicly reported. Moreover, data on many of the

key factors influencing a vote to hear the case, such as perceived conflict in the lower courts

and whether the lower court exercised the power of judicial review is challenging to gather,

especially for denied cases. As a result, much of the information we have about this stage

of the process comes from the justices’ private papers and archives. These data are often

limited in both scope and time period.

To overcome this data problem, I rely on Owens’ (2010) data of 542 cert. petitions that

made the Supreme Court’s discuss list from the 1953 to 1993 terms.1 The important features

of these data are that they cover an extended time period and can therefore capture the

Court’s response to variation in public opinion over time, and they include denied petitions.

The dependent variable equals one when a justice votes to place a case on the Court’s docket.

Justice makes the initial list of cases justices will consider whether or not to grant, and any

justice can add a case to that list. If a case does not make the Discuss List it is immediately

denied. While using Discuss List cases is common practice for agenda-setting research (see

Black and Owens, 2009; Owens, 2010; Black and Boyd, 2012a; 2012b), Black and Boyd

(2013) predict that any given case only has about a 7% chance of making the discuss list.

Cases that are particularly “uncertworthy” (i.e. have full agreement on the lower courts,

cases where a petitioner was resource disadvantages, or unpublished lower court opinions)

were much less likely to make the discuss list. Constitutional cases, cases with obvious

circuit conflict, and cases that piqued the Solicitor General’s attention were more likely to

make the list. While using discuss list cases definitely limits the sample in terms of overall

size, I believe it is the appropriate population of cases for my analysis. When justices must

vote on a case, they are more likely to think through the entire strategic calculation. As
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(Perry, 1991) notes, justices often do not even look at the material for cases that do not

make the discuss list beyond the cert. pool memo, and clerks often spend very little time on

non-discuss list cases. There is no need to consider the position of the public and a justices’

own policy goals on cases that will be automatically denied. I am interested in which types

of strategic behavior occur, not that any strategic behavior has taken place. Therefore it

makes sense to examine the body of cases where strategy is even possible. At the worst then,

while the results I present below are limited in their generalizability, the cases they cannot

be generalized to are cases that have very little chance of being granted and heard by the

Court anyway.2

I examine the effect of issue-specific public opinion rather than general policy mood.

Nearly all previous studies on Supreme Court voting and public opinion rely on the measure

of public mood developed by Stimson (1999) which estimates a unidimensional mood of

the nation on a 0 (very conservative) to 100 (very liberal) scale. However, this measure is

ill-suited for my question as it treats public opinion as the same across issue areas and thus

across cases in a given term. In other words, it assumes that the country would equally prefer

liberal decisions for all cases within a term – from economics, to civil liberties, to defense.

However, recent work finds that there is actual meaningful variation in American public

opinion between issues (Coggins, Stimson, Atkinson, & Baumgartner, ND; Rice, in press;

Bryan & Kromphardt, 2016). In a given term, the country might be relatively conservative

on, for example, civil rights but quite liberal on economics. Thus a liberal justice should feel

comparatively more comfortable granting an economics case and should be more likely to

defensively deny a civil rights case. To account for this important variation, I use Bryan and

Kromphardt’s data. These data reestimate Stimson’s policy mood for seven unique issue

areas: civil rights, criminal rights, defense, economics, the environment, societal welfare

issues, and governmental power. As Bryan and Kromphardt find, these issue areas are

narrow enough to encompass issue-level variations in public opinion but broad enough that

justices could be reasonably expected to be generally aware of public opinion.3
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In order to estimate whether justices are likely to disagree with public opinion on the

merits outcome of a case, I require a measure of the likely ideological preference of the

justice within each issue area. Like public opinion, the standard measure of judicial ideology

(Martin & Quinn, 2002) is unidimensional. As with the public, one could reasonably expect

justices to desire different outcomes on an economics case than on a civil rights case. To

predict a justice’s likely ideological preference on each unique issue area, I rely on Clark and

Lauderdale’s (2012) case-specific ideology ranks, which code whether a justice was expected

to be in the left wing (and is therefore coded as a liberal) or the right wing (and is therefore

coded as a conservative) in each case. Using multiple indices of case similarity (such as

number of years between two decisions, the overlap in issues and issue areas, and shared

citation variation) they use a kernel-weighted optimal classification estimator to estimate

the ideological position of each justice from most liberal to most conservative.

Of course, I cannot use a justice’s ideological rank for the case they are voting in because

the ranks were constructed based on the opinion produced by the Court in that case. Since

denied cases, which make up the majority of my data, produce no opinions, no ranks can be

constructed for them. Instead I calculate which ideological wing the justice was more prone

to appear within in the previous term. For instance, if Clark and Lauderdale estimated

that a justice would be in the left wing in 6 of 8 civil liberties cases in the past term and

in the right wing in two case, I coded the justice as a liberal. This measure has the dual

advantage of being issue-specific and not being based directly on contemporaneous votes.4

Moreover, because I use estimates of ideological position rather than actual votes, I can

avoid the problem that justices’ votes on the merits often do not represent their sincere

preferences (Hammond et al., 2005; Johnson, Spriggs, & Wahlbeck, 2005; Bartels, 2009).

Using the percent of liberal or conservative votes cast to predict future ideological behavior,

as some scholars do, presents a particular problem for my question. The implication of my

theoretical argument is that justice are often compelled to cast insincere votes by the same

pressure that influences their decision to hear or reject a case. In essence, not only is it
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possible that merits votes present a biased picture of justices’ sincere preferences, but that

bias is also endogenous to the process I am modeling.

My measure of public opinion, then, actually measures the strength of countervailing

public opinion. In other words, I am interested in how much public opinion runs against

a justices’ own preferences. Using my issue-specific mood estimates, countervailing public

opinion is coded from most conservative (low values) to most liberal (high values) for con-

servative and from most liberal to most conservative for liberal justices. A liberal justice

would see values of public opinion that range from 0 (very liberal – or very aligned with a

justice’s own preference) to 100 (very conservative, or counter to a justice’s preference). For

conservative justices, the numbers range from very conservative (0) to very liberal (100).

Thus higher values can always be interpreted as justices and public opinion being more at

odds. 5 I therefore expect the effect of this variable to be negative.

I follow Durr et al. (2000) and measure public support as the aggregate level of support

for the Court. Rather than tapping in to diffuse support, Durr et al.’s measure taps into

the more general trust and approval for the Court my theory relies upon. Taking Stimson’s

algorithm as their starting point, Durr and his colleagues argue that many individual public

opinion questions tap into a component of trust in the Court. Each of these individual

question series probably has its own dynamic but their shared movement taps into general

support. To this end, I update and revise their data. This involves identifying as many

questions as possible that tap into trust in, support for, or approval of the Court as an

institution that are asked at least twice and use Stimson’s mood algorithm to factor analyze

them for shared variation. This allowed me to extend Durr et al.’s data back to 1956 and

forward to 1993 (the years of my analysis.)6 Because justices are likely slow to respond

to changes in support, and to ensure the measurement is truly exogenous, I use a one-year

lagged measure of support for the Court, but note the results are robust to a two-year rolling

average and a contemporaneous measure. Because I expect the relationship between support

and public opinion pressure to be conditional, I interact the variables.
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To measure issue salience, I rely on the Policy Agendas Project’s index of news coverage in

the New York Times. This database codes the issue area of a random selection of newspapers

each year and gives an aggregate summary of the issue coverage in a given year. After

recoding the Policy Agendas Project’s broad issues into my seven issue categories I use for

the measure of public opinion and judicial ideology, I created a yearly measure of news

coverage by issue area. Following the recommendation of the Policy Agendas Project, to

account for over-time formatting variation, I weight these values by the length and extent of

coverage by year. My salience variable measures the proportion of Times coverage devoted

to the issue in the year. While this number could theoretically range between zero and

one, in my sample the maximum is .3. No one issue received more than 30% of the Times’

coverage in any year. Perhaps unsurprisingly, economics and defense received, on average,

the most media attention. That said, there is a fair amount of variation across the salience

of the issue areas over time. Even issues as seemingly obscure as government power or the

environment had years where they received as much as six or seven percent of the Times’

coverage.

I also control for the host of factors that the literature suggests influence justices’ agenda-

setting votes including whether there was a dissent on the lower court panel, the involvement

of the Solicitor General, and the extent of interest group involvement (Owens, 2010).

I follow Black and Owens (2009) and define the chief legal constraints the Court faces

as whether the court of appeals exercised judicial review, whether there was conflict in

the lower courts, and whether the case implicated a landmark piece of legislation.7 I then

factor analyzed these variables using principle components analysis to create a single index

of certworthiness.8 After standardizing this variable to range from zero to one, I interact it

with countervailing public opinion.

Finally, I control for the ideological preferences of the justices. Following past work (Black

and Owens 2009; Owens 2010) I conceptualize a justice’s sincere preference in relation to

the median on the Court (the expected policy location if a case is granted) and the legal
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status quo, or the median on the lower court panel (the expected policy location if a case

is denied). To construct this variable, I took the absolute value of the difference between a

justice’s judicial common space (JCS) score and the term median on the Supreme Court and

the absolute value of the difference between the voting justice’s JCS score and the median on

the lower court panel. I then differenced these distances to construct a comparative distance

variable. In short, higher values on the ideological distance variable indicate a justice was

ideologically closer to the status quo than to the median and would therefore be more likely

to prefer a denial.9 While this variable would ideally also be issue specific, comparable

preference estimates for the Supreme Court and courts of appeals are not available beyond

the unidimensional judicial common space scores.

Table 5 of the appendix presents the descriptive statistics for each of my variables of

interest and control variables.

Of course, we might also expect justices to consider not only the ideological position of

the median, but also the constraints the median might face in pursuing her policy goals.

In other words, it is possible a justice needs to consider whether the median would face a

similar pressure to deviate from her policy goals because of the same forces of public opinion

that might affect a justice’s own vote on the merits. To account for this possibility, Table 2

in the appendix models this consideration in several different ways. A full description can

be found in the appendix but it is worth noting here that none of these specifications are

significant. Said differently, justices consider the policy goals of the median, but are not

pressured by the public’s position in relation to the median. It is also worth noting that

the rest of the results presented in the model below are substantively identical when the

median controls are included. While I am hesitant to theorize about these results post-hoc,

it is possible that justices either simply do not think that far ahead, or the model already

considers the strategic effect of the median by including a justice’s position in relation to the

median. Indeed, a justice is on the same ideological side as the median in 54% of all cases

and 56% of all grant cases and thus faces the same public opinion pressure as the median
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would face.

Because public opinion is the same within an issue area in a given term (and thus all

cases implicating that issue in a given term take on the same value of public opinion) and

because the case level controls do not vary within a case across the individual votes, I expect

the errors to be clustered at the term-issue level and at the individual case level. I employ

a three-level mixed effects logistic regression model with votes nested in cases nested in

term-issues.

Results

The results of the model above are presented in Table 1. I note at the outset that

a likelihood ratio chi-square indicates the multilevel model performs better than the naive

model. Consistent with past work, the controls perform as expected. Justices are significantly

more likely to vote to grant certiorari when there is dissent in the lower courts and when

more amicus briefs are present, and less likely to vote to grant when the Solicitor General

files a brief opposing certiorari. I also find, consistent with Black and Owens (2009), justices

are more likely to vote to grant as their preferences get closer to the term median than to

the median of the lower court panel.

I argue that as a justices preferences grow more out of step with public opinion, they

should be more concerned they they will be compelled to vote against those preferences on

the merits and thus be more likely to vote to deny a case. As Table 1 demonstrates, this is

exactly what the data suggest; increased public opinion pressure decreases the likelihood a

justice will vote to hear the case. Consistent with my hypotheses, however, this relationship

is not direct. Rather, the Court’s level of public support, the salience of an issue, and

the certworthiness of the case condition the impact of public opinion on a justice’s vote.

Because logistic regressions are non-linear, the substantive interpretation of interactions are

best understood graphically.

Consider first the effect of public support in Figure 1. The top panel of the figure plots

the predicted probability a justice votes to grant a case given low levels of public support for
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Coefficient Standard Error
Ideological Preference for Grant -1.523* 0.225
Amicus Briefs 0.453* 0.140
Lower Court Dissent 0.952* 0.271
SG Opposes Grant -0.700* 0.283
Public Issue Salience 14.176* 6.487
Public Opinion Pressure -0.439* 0.146
Certworthiness 1.640 2.065
Public Support -0.199* 0.065
Pressure x Public Support 0.004* 0.001
Pressure x Certworthiness 0.093* 0.041
Pressure x Issue Salience -0.270* 0.126
Constant 20.446* 7.615
Observations 3303
Log Likelihood -1535.464
Random Effects Parameters
Groups in First Level (Term Issues) 0.573* 0.205
Groups in Second Level (Cases) 2.063* 0.137
Random Effects LR Test Chi Square 758.70*

Table 1: Mixed effects multi-level logistic model of a justices vote to grant certiorari.*
indicates p < .05

the Court (the solid line) and high levels of public support (the dashed line). The small tick

lines along the x axis is a rug plot depicting the distribution of countervailing public opinion

in the data. The effect of public opinion on a justices’ decision to grant a case is relatively

negligible when the Court enjoys high levels of support. However, the effect of public opinion

is stark when support is low. Recall that low values of countervailing public opinion indicate

that the justice is well situated to agree with public opinion on the case outcome; a liberal

justice facing a liberal public or a conservative facing a conservative public. Under this

circumstance, where the justice and the public are aligned ideologically and public support

for the Court is low, a justice has a nearly .85 probability of voting to grant the case. The

results suggest justices recognize that the Court’s need to reestablish its reservoir of support

will incentivize a majoritarian merits decision. When that decision aligns with a justices’

own ideology, justices are especially likely to vote to grant the case, all else equal. In fact,

low support combined with high ideological alignment with the public makes a justice more
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than two and a half times more likely to vote to grant cert than they are in a baseline case.10

However, when support is high, justices are no more or less likely to grant a case in which

they are aligned with public opinion than any other case. By contrast, when support is low

and justices are highly misaligned with the public’s mood on the issue, they have less than

a .03 probability of voting to grant. Interestingly, the effect that moving from being highly

aligned with the public to highly misaligned with the public when the Court’s support is

low is 20% stronger than the difference between having no amicus briefs filed in a case and

having eight (the maximum in the sample). The full effect of countervailing public opinion is

also roughly equivalent to moving between a case that is extremely legally uncertworthy to

a case that includes conflict, the lower court use of judicial review, and landmark legislation.

In essence, when support is low, the effect of public opinion can be as strong or stronger

than the canonical legal and institutional variables that we have long believed govern the

Court’s decision-making almost exclusively.

Taken together, the results of Figure 1 indicate not only that justices are forward-looking

and responsive to public opinion at the agenda setting stage but they also point to one

motivating force behind that responsiveness: the need to maintain public confidence in

the Court. Justices, my results suggest, understand the opportunity cost of defensive case

selection and are most willing to pay those costs when the Court’s institutional support is

in danger.

The effects are nearly as strong when considering the issue salience of a case in Figure 2.

Here again, the top panel of the figure plots the predicted probability a justice votes to place

a case on the Court’s agenda as countervailing public opinion increases in low salience cases

(the solid line) and high salience cases (the dashed line.) As the figure makes clear, the

effect of public opinion is negligible, or even slightly positive, when salience is low. Justices,

it seems, have no reason to consider public opinion in cases they believe the country will

not notice or have strong feelings about. Indeed, low salience cases seem to be where, if

anything, justices are willing to take the risk and grant cases they believe will put them out
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Figure 1: Top panel: Predicted probability justice votes to grant certiorari when the Court
experiences high (dashed line) and low (solid line) levels of support. The rug plot along the
bottom of the figure depicts the distribution of public opinion pressure in the data. Bottom
panel: Difference in the marginal effect of public opinion at high and low support. Grey
shaded region indicates 95% confidence interval around the difference.
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of line with public opinion on the merits. Low salience issues are not only the ones justices

are least likely to grant, they also represent the body of cases where public opinion is least

relevant.

This stands in stark contrast to the effect of countervailing public opinion in high salience

cases. Here, justices are especially likely to grant a case where the they expect they can cast

a majoritarian vote on the merits, with a predicted probability of about .78, an approximate

225% increase over the baseline. The probability of a vote to grant increases substantially as

the public moves away from the justices’ likely vote on the merits, however. In high salience

cases, a justice that is likely to be extremely at odds with public opinion has about a .04

probability of voting to grant the case. This is a sizable 83% decrease from her baseline

probability.

The results suggest issue salience plays a complicated role in justices’ agenda-setting

votes; it conditions how justices respond to public opinion. In low salience cases, justices

appear to be immune from the constraint of public opinion, being no more or less inclined to

grant review of lower court decision regardless of how far afield it may be from the will of the

majority. In high salience cases, by contrast, public opinion plays a prominent role in the

justices’ decision-making. In short, justices appear to respond to public opinion strategically

when deciding what to decide.

Taken together, these results are highly suggestive that justices not only consider public

opinion when deciding which cases to review, they do so strategically. Instead they actively

pursue their ideological goals at the agenda-setting stage while recognizing the constraints

they will likely face at the merits.

However, there are limits to a justice’s freedom to pursue their policy goals when deciding

which cases to hear. Figure 3 indicates that strategic ideological goals are often overwhelmed

by legal factors. Here again, the top panel depicts the predicted probability of a vote to grant

in a highly certworthy case (the dashed line) and a case where no legal factors compel a grant

(the solid line).11 While this result is less pronounced than the results for public support
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Figure 2: Top panel: Predicted probability justice votes to grant certiorari given a high
salience (dashed line) and low salience (solid line) issue. The rug plot along the bottom
of the figure depicts the distribution of public opinion pressure in the data. Bottom panel:
Difference in the marginal effect of public opinion at high and low issue salience. Grey shaded
region indicates 95% confidence interval around the difference.
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or issue salience, the figure clearly demonstrates that certworthiness conditions the effect of

public opinion.

When a number of legal factors (such as legal conflict in the lower courts, the use of

judicial review by the lower courts, or the consideration of a landmark piece of congressional

legislation) compel a grant, a justice is always more likely to vote to grant the case, despite the

pull of public opinion. This supports Epstein, Martin, and Segal’s (nd) intuition and Black

and Owens’ (2009) findings that not only are justices primarily motivated by the legal factors

in a case when deciding whether to grant it, but that secondary goals, including ideological

and institutional goals, are only relevant when legal factors do not give the Court clear

direction. The effect of public opinion is both statistically and substantively insignificant

in highly certworthy cases. That being said, the dashed line in the top panel of Figure 3

indicates that when the law does not force a justice’s hand, she is strategically responsive to

public opinion. When the public and the justice are aligned in a legally unimportant case,

justices still have a .26 probability of voting to grant, even though the case lacks good legal

reason for them to do so. This effect diminishes substantially as the justice faces high levels

of pressure from public opinion. In a case where a justice is likely to vote against strong

public opinion on the merits, the model predicts the justice has less than a .02 probability

to vote to grant a legally insignificant case – a 91% decrease from the baseline.

Two conclusions can be drawn from Figure 3. First, consistent with decades worth of

research on Supreme Court decision making, legal importance is an incredibly important

predictor of a justice’s vote at the agenda setting. Moreover, the law has the power to

overwhelm strategic considerations. Indeed it seems that justices largely ascribe to Justice

Brandeis’ famous quip that, in some cases, “it is usually more important that the rule of

law be settled, than that it be settled right” (dissenting opinion, DiSanto vs. Pennsylvania

[1927]). That said, justices make strategic calculations when the law does not provide clear

direction – strategically seeking out cases where their ideology would lend itself to a majori-

tarian decision on the merits and avoiding cases that are likely to produce conflict with the
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Figure 3: Top panel: Predicted probability justice votes to grant certiorari with a legally
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American people.

Conclusion

More than 150 years ago, Tocqueville famously wrote “scarcely any political question

arises in the United States that is not resolved, sooner or later, into a judicial question”

(Tocqueville, 1839, 279). The Court’s willingness to decide everything from reproductive

rights, to presidential elections, to war powers indicates Tocqueville’s intuition is largely

correct. However, my results suggest that whether the political question turns into a judicial

question “sooner” rather than “later” depends on a complex relationship between justices’

own ideological goals and the position of the American people.

On the whole, the results suggest that not only are justices cognizant of and responsive

to public opinion, they consider it at multiple stages of the process. And they consider it

strategically. Choosing cases is a complex process for justices where they weigh not only

ideological goals and legal facts, but also the constraints they might face and how their

decisions would fit into the broader political environment.

These findings have important implications for future work. Chief among them, the

results suggest the potential for a selection effect in our understanding of the effect of public

opinion at the merits stage. It is possible that rather than the Court directly responding to

public opinion, observed congruence between public mood and the ideological disposition of

the case is a result of strategic docket control – justices choose to grant cases where their

preferences align with public opinion. As Kastellec and Lax (2007, 408) write, “[t]he precise

selection strategy employed by the Justices will effect the set of Supreme Court cases we

observe. . . Legal scholars and others have long been concerned [that]. . . the cases the Justices

hear are not representative. . . Accordingly, the Court’s selection process raises the potential

for selection bias in the inferences we draw from its cases.” They advise that the first step

toward recognizing this selection bias is to understand the process the Court employs during

the selection stage. My results, then, take important steps to understanding the relationship

between public opinion and the Court’s outputs. But they also sound the call for further
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investigation of the potential for a selection effect in results that indicate the Court responds

to public opinion on the merits. While my results suggest there is a potential for a selection

effect in work examining the impact of public opinion on the merits, testing for that effect

is outside the scope of my project.

Further, my results shed light on how early agenda setting powers can allow actors more

generally to have broader control over the constraints they face later in their decision making

processes. In short, more attention should be paid to how the power to set or build an agenda

can facilitate or hinder actors’ abilities to pursue their goals across institutional settings.

Moreover, while Schauer (2005) persuasively argues that much of what the Court decides

on a day-to-day basis is not politically relevant to most Americans, that the Court does

act as the final arbiter on the nation’s most important political controversies indicates not

only that the Court does face situations where public opinion is relevant but also that the

relevance of public opinion is likely not static across all cases. Rather, the importance of

public opinion to the Court should ebb and flow with the importance of the cases it decides

to decide. As such, understanding the role of public opinion at the agenda setting stage is

vital to understanding it later in the process.

Here, the results on the effect of a case’s certworthiness are of particular importance.

My results suggest that justices’ policy goals are only activated when the legal aspects

of a case do not signal the case requires immediate attention. Despite all the evidence

of strategic ideological goal-seeking that is featured so prominently in the literature, these

results demonstrate justices do indeed care about the law and their duty to the law supersedes

ideological concerns. At least at the agenda-setting stage, legal obligations come first.

Finally, the Supreme Court is an indispensable engine in the machinery of American

democracy. To overcome a potential tyranny of the majority, the Founders created an

unelected branch with institutional structures to defend it from the “occasional ill humors”

of the electorate. According to this view, the Supreme Court can only serve that function if

it serves as the protector of the “liberties of minorities” rather than as part of a “dominant
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national alliance” (Dahl 1957, 283). My results suggest it is much more the latter. That the

Supreme Court is much more responsive than scholars previously imagined gives credence

to Rosenberg’s (2008) conclusion that it is not primarily an agent of social change, but

with an important caution. I do not argue the justices are unwilling or unable to produce

social change, they are just unwilling to do so on the front lines of public opinion. Rather,

social change can be pursued by the Court only after the minds of the electorate have

changed. Resources are finite and “litigation [not only] steer[s] activists to an institution

that is constrained from helping them, but it also siphons off crucial resources and talent,

and runs the risk of weakening political efforts,” (Rosenberg 2008, 423). This means that

minority groups might be better off pursuing other, more political, ways to advance their

agenda. Even when justices are favorable to a minority viewpoint, groups may still fail to

convince the Court to hear their case.

Of course, like any piece of research, the findings I present above are not without their

limitations. While my theory suggests that justices act out of concern for public support and

electoral implementation, they cannot disentangle the effects of these motivations nor can

they weigh the relative importance of each. The research I present above it largely agnostic

about the specific mechanism that creates public opinion as a constraining force. Scholars

should also examine the impact of public opinion on the aggregate issue composition of the

Court’s agenda. These results should be read as a first, not a last, word on this question.
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Notes

1These data are limited to cases emanating out of the federal courts of appeals and only include cases

where the Court was being asked to interpret or invalidate a piece of federal legislation. The potential

drawback to these data is the concern that justices should be especially responsive to public opinion when

interpreting federal statutes (Clark, 2009). However, that (Owens, 2010) finds no evidence of a separation of

powers effect indicates that justices are not uniquely concerned with a fear of legislative reversal in these cases

– thus they should not uniquely be concerned with specific support. This is especially true given that cases

involving landmark pieces of congressional legislation are no more or less likely to be granted by the Court.

Moreover, these cases run the gamut of issues from environmental legislation to government regulation, to

civil and criminal rights. In other words, because the topics of federal legislation vary so widely there is little

reason to believe the public would be more interested in or more concerned about these cases than cases

that implicate state law. That all said, the findings I present in the rest of the analysis must be understood

to have somewhat limited generalizability as a result of these data limitations.

2While it is possible justices could use the discuss list to their strategic advantage, avoiding cases by not

putting them on the list, any justice can put a case on the list without explanation. So if public opinion is

pushing one justice to want to avoid a case it is possible, even likely, the same forces are pushing a different

justice to want to take it, and so the case would be added to the list.

3Bryan and Kromphardt inductively created these issue areas based on the types of questions in Stimson’s

data and the issue distinctions that are typically relevant in the judicial politics literature. Issue areas need

to be specific enough that they distinguish between important differences in issues, but broad enough that

we could reasonably expect justices (and the American public) to recognize these differences. Importantly,

Bryan and Kromphardt argue justices are more likely to be cognizant of public opinion on issues relevant to

judicial politics (such as civil liberties or economic regulations) than they would be cognizant of public opinion

on transportation or education (which both appear in the Policy Agendas Project issue categorizations).

Further, as Stimson (1999, chapter 4) cautions, policy specific moods can be difficult to construct because

the mood algorithm requires a lot of data to be estimated accurately. In the Bryan and Kromphardt issue

areas, the average number of items used to construct a series is 817 and no series is constructed with fewer

than 144 items. These seven issue series thus produce a relatively reliable estimate of mood while still

capturing meaningful variation. See Bryan and Kromphardt (2016, 305-307) for more information on the

reliability and validity of these measures.

4This approach is not without its limitations, of course. Chiefly, my measure must dichotomize a justice

as preferring a liberal or conservative outcome. Like almost all dichotomous proxy variables, I lose important
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variation in how frequently a justice was predicted to be a liberal or conservative in the past term. In other

words, a justice who fell in the liberal wing in 51% of cases in the previous term is treated the same as a

justice who was predicted to be a liberal in 91% of cases. Also, justices who were ranked on either side

of the median are treated as liberal or conservative as justices who are predicted to be in the tails of their

respective wings. In short, my measurement strategy does not account for ideological extremity. That said,

the results I present below are robust to interacting a justices’ average extremity in the issue area from the

past term (i.e. how many ranks away a justice was, on average, from the median), and the interaction is not

significant. A justices’ ideological extremity does not appear to affect her responsiveness to public opinion.

The results of this model can be found in the Appendix Table 3. If a justice was predicted to be in the liberal

wing an equal number of times she was predicted to be in the conservative wing (a 50/50 split), she was

excluded from the analysis. However, I note the results remain unchanged if those justices were randomly

assigned to a conservative or liberal preference rather than being excluded.

5A similar measurement strategy is employed by Bryan and Kromphardt (2016).

6See Durr et al. (2000, 769, footnote 5) for more precise measurement details. Questions tapping into

approval for or trust in the Supreme Court are relatively rare before 1973. This could decrease the reliability

of the measure I present here. While there are enough questions to construct a measure (Stimson’s algorithm

will not produce an estimate of a time period if too little data is available for the year in question), it is

worth noting my results are robust to excluding cases decided before 1973.

7I use landmark legislation as a proxy for legal salience given that Black and Owens’ (2009) proxy, coverage

in U.S. Law Week, is not available for all the years in my analysis.

8The eigenvalue of this factor is 1.069. The results I present below are substantively similar if I instead

include each of these variables individually and interact them. While the judicial review and landmark

legislation variable fall out of significance, the conflict variable resembles the relationship I present with the

factor index. This is unsurprising given that conflict is the single strongest factor counseling the Court to

grant a case and it is also the variable that loads the highest onto the index variable. The results for the

other variables remain unchanged. I present these results in the Appendix Table 4.

9These results are robust to a dummy variable specification where for whether the justice’s sincere prefer-

ence would be for a grant. This value takes on a 1 if a justice’s judicial common space (JCS) score (Epstein,

Martin, Segal, & Westerland, 2007) was closer to the median justice than to legal status quo.

10There is some debate in the literature as to whether the significance of the coefficient on the interaction

term itself is sufficient to conclude an significant interactive effect (Brambor, Clark, & Golder, 2006). Ac-

knowledging this, I take the strategy suggested by Brambor et al. (2006) and plot the difference in marginal

effect of countervailing public opinion across the range of the moderating support variable. If the confidence
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intervals around the differences do not overlap zero at any point the interaction is statistically significant,

at least at that value of countervailing public opinion. The bottom panel of the figure plots the differences

in the marginal effect of public opinion when support is low and when it is high. The grey shaded region

depicts the 95% confidence interval around the difference. Differences calculated for each value of a one-unit

change in pubic pressure; the difference are taken at the minimum and maximum values of support. Note

the difference in slopes are statistically significant for nearly all values of public opinion. The difference only

overlaps zero at extremely high values of countervailing public opinion, which is understandable given the

rug plot indicates that these estimates are based on far fewer observations.

11Values are plotted at the minimum value and one standard deviation above and below the mean level

of certworthiness. All other values are held at their means or modes, as appropriate.
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Appendix: Robustness Tables

Table 2 controls for the possibility that a justice must consider the pressure that the

median justice (whose preferences are the most likely position for the merit’s outcome) might

also be pushed by public opinion. I constructed 4 models to test for this possibility. In the

first model (Dummy, I simply included a dummy variable indicating 1 when the voting justice

and the median in that issue area where on the same ideological side in the term. In this

sense, a significant negative coefficient on the dummy variable would indicate that a justice

would be less likely grant a case when on the other ideological side than the median (and

thus would face opposite public opinion pressure as the median on the merits.)

In the second model (Direct Effect) I include a variable for the pressure the median faces

as a direct effect. This variable is coded the same way as the pressure variable for the voting

justice. When the median in the issue area was more commonly liberal in the term prior,

pressure is coded with higher values indicating more conservative, when the median was

more commonly a conservative, pressure is coded with higher values indicating more liberal

public mood. A negative significant coefficient on this variable would indicate a justices is

less likely to vote to grant a case when the median faces more pressure on her preferred

merits outcome.

In the third model (Interaction), I interact the median pressure variable with each of my

moderating variables. Significant interactions here would indicate that in addition to con-

sidering the pressure a justice might face from public mood, she also considers not only the

pressure the median will face, but also discounts or amplifies the effect of median pressure

under the same circumstances: low institutional support, high salience, and high certwor-

thiness.

Finally, the fourth model (3-Way Interaction) interacts the same-side dummy variable

with each of the three interactions in the model presented in the text. A significant three

way interaction coefficient would suggest that justices consider the effect of public opinion

(as moderated by support, salience, and certworthiness) only when they are on the same
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ideological side as the median justice.

As I note in the manuscript, none of the four specifications below indicate a significant

strategic consideration of the pressure the median might face on the merits while the main

results presented in the text remain unchanged in all four specifications.
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Dummy Direct Effect Interaction 3-Way Interaction
Ideological Preference for Grant -1.475* -1.537* -1.542* -1.461*

(0.230) (0.227) (0.227) (0.231)
Amicus Briefs 0.454* 0.454* 0.444* 0.445*

(0.141) (0.141) (0.141) (0.142)
Lower Court Dissent 0.962* 0.964* 0.977* 0.982*

(0.272) (0.272) (0.272) (0.273)
SG Opposes Grant -0.696* -0.696* -0.685* -0.684*

(0.284) (0.284) (0.286) (0.287)
Public Issue Salience 14.322* 14.265* 6.899 21.825

(6.514) (0.126) (16.777) (17.394)
Public Opinion Pressure -0.417* -0.439* -0.437* -0.395

(0.146) (0.146) (0.146) (0.360)
Certworthiness 1.526 0.093* -1.861 6.569

(2.065) (0.041) (3.514) (4.818)
Support -0.190* -0.199* -0.185 -0.203

(0.065) (0.065) (0.157) (0.148)
Pressure x Support 0.004* 0.004* 0.004* 0.004

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.003)
Pressure x Issue Salience -0.273* -0.272* -0.267* -0.414

(0.126) (0.126) (0.127) (0.350)
Pressure x Certworthiness 0.095* 0.093* 0.081 -0.003

(0.041) (0.041) (0.042) (0.092)
Same-Side Dummy 0.170 -1.784

(0.107) (32.523)
Median Pressure -0.007 -0.0001

(0.017) (0.330)
Median Pressure x Support -0.0003

(0.003)
Median Pressure x Issue Salience 0.141

(0.315)
Median Pressure x Certworthiness 0.085

(0.072)
Same Side x Pressure x Certworthiness 0.176

(0.144)
Same Side x Pressure x Support -0.001

(0.005)
Same Side x Pressure x Salience 0.268

(0.631)
Constant 19.297* 20.727* 20.291 19.232

(7.639) (7.657) (18.582) ( 17.563)
Observations 3,296 3,296 3,296 3,296
Log Likelihood -1527.93 -1529.12 -1528.33 -1526.04

Random Effects Parameters
Groups in First Level (Term Issues) 0.578* 0.567* 0.574* 0.578*

(0.205) (0.207) (0.204) (0.205)
Groups in Second Level (Cases) 2.069* 2.071* 2.064* 2.069*

(0.138) (0.138) (0.138) (0.138)
Random Effects LR Test Chi Square 760.06* 758.93* 756.90* 758.33

Table 2: Robustness check: interacting countervailing public opinion with justice’s average
ideological extremity on the issue in the term before. Mixed effects multi-level logistic model
of a justices vote to grant certiorari.* indicates p < .05.
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Table 3 demonstrates the results from the text are robust to interacting a justice’s ideo-

logical extremity with countervailing public opinion. In essence, the insignificant coefficient

on this interaction can be interpreted to imply that justices in the ideological wings feel no

more or less constrained by public opinion than justices near the center.

Coefficient Standard Error
Ideological Preference for Grant -1.345* 0.232
Amicus Briefs 0.461* 0.141
Lower Court Dissent 0.955* 0.272
SG Opposes Grant -0.706* 0.284
Public Issue Salience 15.246* 6.539
Public Opinion Pressure -0.432* 0.147
Certworthiness 1.677 2.071
Support -0.200* 0.065
Ideological Extremity -0.036 0.318
Pressure x Support 0.004* 0.001
Pressure x Issue Salience -0.291* 0.127
Pressure x Certworthiness 0.093* 0.041
Pressure x Ideological Extremity -0.003 0.006
Constant 20.514* 7.644
Observations 3033
Log Likelihood -1696.7262
Random Effects Parameters
Groups in First Level (Term Issues) 0.478* .222
Groups in Second Level (Cases) 2.067* .133
Random Effects LR Test Chi Square 837.58*

Table 3: Robustness check: interacting countervailing public opinion with justice’s average
ideological extremity on the issue in the term before. Mixed effects multi-level logistic model
of a justices vote to grant certiorari.* indicates p < .05.

Table 4 depicts the effect of including a separate interaction for each of legal conflict, the

use of judicial review by the lower court, and whether the case involved a landmark piece of

legislation rather than a single factor analyzed index variable.
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Coefficient Standard Error
Ideological Preference for Grant -1.500* 0.224
Amicus Briefs 0.373* 0.140
Lower Court Dissent 0.927* 0.273
SG Opposes Grant -1.091* 0.280
Public Issue Salience 15.454* 6.551
Public Opinion Pressure -0.372* 0.148
Lower Court Conflict 0.173 0.765
Lower Court Judicial Review 2.830 1.781
Landmark Legislation 0.864 0.799
Support -0.194* 0.065
Pressure x Support 0.003* 0.001
Pressure x Issue Salience -0.293* 0.127
Pressure x Lower Court Conflict 0.029* 0.014
Pressure x Landmark Legislation -0.019 0.015
Pressure x Lower Court Judicial Review 0.021 0.034
Constant 19.567* 7.711
Observations 3033
Log Likelihood -1,538.86
Random Effects Parameters
Groups in First Level (Term Issues) -0.495 0.361
Groups in Second Level (Cases) 0.730* 0.068
Random Effects LR Test Chi Square 766.50*

Table 4: Robustness check: interacting countervailing public opinion with conflict, lower
court judicial review, and landmark legislation. Mixed effects multi-level logistic model of a
justices vote to grant certiorari.* indicates p < .05.
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